
 

 
 
June 8, 2010 
 
Ms. Louise Levonian 
Assistant Deputy Minister, Tax Policy 
Finance Canada 
140 O'Connor Street 
Ottawa, ON K1A 0G5  
Tel: (613) 992-1630 
E-mail: Louise.Levonian@fin.gc.ca 
 
 
Dear Ms. Levonian: 
 
Re:  Comments on “Financial Institution Rules for the Harmonized Sales Tax (HST)” 
 
The investment funds industry has a number of serious concerns with the backgrounder entitled 
“Financial Institution Rules for the Harmonized Sales Tax (HST)” (the HST backgrounder) 
issued on May 19, 2010.  We may have additional issues once we have a chance to review draft 
regulation(s).  Our concerns are divided into ones of a process nature, ones to which a change or 
an answer is required immediately due to the July 1, 2010 implementation date and ones that 
require amendment or confirmation.  We would appreciate, therefore, your earliest response on 
these matters. 
 
PROCESS 
 
1. We remain very concerned with the extremely late release of a backgrounder of this detail 

without accompanying legislation, particularly when the proposals will become effective in a 
few weeks’ time and we continue to receive little in the way of answers that would allow 
systems programming to proceed.  The backgrounder, which the comments below show as 
unclear and incomplete, covers only changes to the selected listed financial institution (SLFI) 
regulations, leaving no complete document to review.  The discipline of preparing draft 
legislation and regulations would typically be expected to eliminate much of the imprecision 
and lack of clarity.  Please confirm that draft regulation(s) will be introduced for public 
review before the House of Commons rises for the summer recess. 

 
2. We request that the transitional rules for the July 1 to December 31 period (2.b.iv.C. – 

Attribution calculation method – Transitional year) be extended until the review of the 
application of the GST and HST to financial services, including funds, is complete.  This 
would avoid the wasteful expenditure of resources on systems and procedural changes that 
may need to be dismantled after such a review, or changed as other provinces harmonize (or 
possibly de-harmonize).   

 
 

 

Joanne De Laurentiis 

PRESIDENT & CEO 

416-309-2300 
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ISSUES REQUIRING IMMEDIATE RESOLUTION 
 
1. 2.b.iv.A.1 – Calculation of attribution percentage at series level - must have option to 

apply at fund level in addition to the series level: As raised from the start, fund companies 
have very different business models, systems and procedures.  The Finance presentation on 
December 14, 2009 showed a calculation at the fund level and we suggested at that time that 
calculation at the series level should also be permitted for purposes of calculating the 
provincial component of the HST (PVAT) liability.  Discussions with Finance officials in 
April 2010 noted the importance of allowing application of the tax at the fund or series level 
and we followed up with this in writing.  Administrative application at the fund level 
simplifies compliance and not allowing at least a fund-level option is inconsistent with many 
of the elections and filings that are fund-based.   
 
This is a concern of both large and small fund managers that do not have systems in place to 
accommodate either common fund costs to be allocated among series or a different tax rate 
by series in a fund.  It also impacts fund company service providers that would also have to 
change their systems and processes.  Additionally, some costs are only borne at the fund level 
and are not charged down to the series level.  Moreover, there is no tax liability benefit to 
funds from permitting both fund- and series-level options, and the results of a fund- versus 
series-level application will not unduly benefit one government over another. We therefore 
strongly request that application of the tax be permitted at the fund or series level, on a 
permanent basis. 

 
2. 2.b.iv.A.5: Attribution calculation method – First year of new fund or series - need 

practical amendments to simplify compliance with respect to new or merged 
funds/series:  The gross-up method that has a 90-day-after-initial-distribution-or-merger 
attribution date is impractical for new or merged funds or series.  The modified real-time 
method proposed has challenges noted below and the gross-up method, as mentioned in an 
April meeting, is completely contrary to taxpayer fairness principles as some unitholders will 
pay no tax if they exit a fund or series before 90 days, while others pay more tax than they 
should – assuming that a fund is growing (the most likely scenario over time), the amount 
collected in the post-90-day period will exceed what should have been collected in the first 
90 days.  Moreover, arbitrarily using 90 days serves no practical purpose:  in fact, it will only 
add cost and red tape.  In the current economic climate, it is difficult enough to gather assets 
by launching new funds and the government’s proposed additional rules and procedures will 
further hurt the investor, the fund industry and the Canadian economy at large. 

 
We therefore recommend that the 90-day threshold not apply unless a firm chooses to use it 
and that otherwise: 
 

a. For merged funds, the aggregated attribution percentage should be used until the 
next attribution date – if the merger takes place between October 1 and December 31, the 
aggregated attribution percentage would be used for the stub and following fiscal year 
(i.e., to a maximum of 15 months).    
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When funds merge, rather than a “new” fund, there is usually a terminating and a 
continuing fund, which may or may not have a deemed year-end for tax purposes on the 
merger date depending on how the merger is structured.  The HST backgrounder 
description says that the weighted average rate will be used “for the fiscal year in which 
the merger occurred”, which would imply that the rate would be used for the entire 
calendar year in which the merger occurs – surely unintended.  It should be used from the 
merger date forward, to the end of the current calendar year and, as we propose, for the 
following calendar year if the merger occurs late in the year. 

b. For new funds or series, the average attribution rate of the funds of a fund manager or 
that of a similar fund or series should be used.  We note that if the attribution percentage 
is determined at the fund level, then any new series will use the blended HST rate at the 
fund level and the problem is avoided. 

 
c. For new fund companies, the prescribed rate based on population should be allowed as an 

alternative to the 90-day threshold approach. 
 
3. 2.b.iv.A.2 – Attribution calculation method - drafting change required to ensure non-

resident holdings appropriately treated: The attribution percentage to a province 
(essentially C) is described as J divided by K where K is the value of units of a series/fund 
held by unitholders located in Canada.  This does not appear to achieve the equitable result 
discussed with Finance officials, namely, that funds should not become subject to higher 
taxes due to the inappropriate exclusion of non-residents from the denominator, K.  One 
option discussed was that funds be able to include non-resident assets in the provincial 
allocation (C) denominator of the special attribution method (SAM) formula as long as the 
funds do not claim input tax credits (ITCs) (term (B) in the SAM formula) relative to non-
resident fund holdings.  Footnote 24 states that “…unit holders in Canada would not include 
non-residents to whom the financial services provided by the MFT would be zero-rated 
financial services.”  If this footnote was intended to achieve this result, the wording requires 
clarification; if not, the oversight should be fixed so that funds that do not claim ITCs include 
non-residents in the denominator. 
 

4. 2.b.iv.A.3 – Look-through rules for institutional investors - confirmation that 
‘unallocated’ rule applies to reach 90% at the fund or series level:  This section raises a 
number of issues, some of which are addressed in the section of this letter that follows.  One 
issue of immediate importance is clarification that, once a provincial attribution of 90% of 
assets can be identified, it can be “considered as the representation of the provincial 
distribution of 100% of the value of units in that series” or fund as is stated later in the HST 
backgrounder (for example, if the residency of 85% of assets are known, 5% would be 
grouped with the highest rate, to get to 90% and the allocation for the 90% would then be 
representative of the whole series or fund, as opposed to the differential of 85% to 100% 
being at the highest rate).  Also, and while a minor issue, there is no clarity regarding how 
this “unallocated at the top rate” amount should be reported – as additional assets of Nova 
Scotia?  
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5. 2.b.iv.A.3 – Look-through rules for institutional investors - drafting changes needed to 

clarify definitions, remove ambiguity:  As noted above, this section raises a number of 
issues. 

 
• The application of HST to holdings of “specified investors”, that is, those with a value of 

an investment in an MFT of less than $10 million, should be at the series and not fund 
level.  In this case, application at the fund- rather than series-level would require a build 
to aggregate the holdings of accountholders at the individual fund level to extract look-
through information from such investors.  This is practically impossible because a fund 
company will not have the ability to aggregate holdings across different dealers.  An 
investor holding more than one series of a fund is rare given the varying fee structures, 
and undertaking a build to aggregate at the fund level is both not necessary for any 
business purpose and of a cost and complexity that is contrary to the principle of 
administrative simplicity.  Should the concern remain that holdings will be split among 
series/funds, an anti-avoidance rule can be implemented to prevent inappropriate 
measures. 
 

• When a specified investor has holdings of less than $10 million in an MFT series, it 
should be treated in every respect as a retail investor that is an individual.   
 

• Institutional investors are defined as “investors other than retail investors that are 
individuals” and elsewhere retail investors are referenced as “individuals (ultimate 
investors)”.  Please confirm that investments by individual annuitants in “Trusts governed 
by a registered retirement savings plan, a registered retirement income fund or a 
registered education savings plan” – indeed ALL registered plans (see 14 below) –are to 
be treated as retail investors that are individuals. 
 

• As set out below, definition “b” of specified investor should be based on the value of the 
investment of the small investment plan in the MFT being less than $10 million.  This is 
because the MFT would not know whether the small investment plan has not made an 
election to be an SLFI. 
 

6. 2.b.iv.A.6 – Application of attribution percentage - amendments needed to correct for 
complete inconsistency with how funds operate:  As mentioned in previous joint meetings, 
no fund company of which we are aware would consider using a. General rule (with 
reconciliation) to calculate the attribution percentage because of the fundamental nature of 
mutual funds, that is, the vast majority of funds have expenses charged, with Goods and 
Services Tax (GST) or HST, every day, making a year-end adjustment completely 
unrealistic.  Also, an election to use quarterly, monthly, weekly or daily values as the basis of 
an average is, we suspect at this time, even less likely to be used as it would compound the 
resources required.  More importantly, in accordance with securities legislation, a fund must 
provide daily liquidity, meaning ordinary retail investors may buy and sell fund units on a 
daily basis, making averages impractical.  
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While we do not recommend removing a. General rule (with reconciliation), we believe that 
it makes more sense to make b. Preceding year method (without reconciliation) the default 
method for funds (i.e., not require an election) as it is likely the approach to be used by all 
funds for the initial years.  Otherwise, we suspect most fund managers will elect for b. 
Preceding year method (without reconciliation).  Additionally, using averaging based on 
quarterly, monthly, weekly or daily points in time with the last point being September 30 
would again increase resource requirements with little difference in outcome.  The 
requirement to use any method for at least three years, when a firm may be in a position to 
move towards greater frequency using c. Real-time method, is unreasonable unless the 
application for Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) discretion to revoke a preceding year method 
election is a straightforward process with a short turnaround.  Otherwise, we suggest this 
three-year period be removed, especially to the extent that a series/fund having more than 
10% institutional investors would already be subject to anti-avoidance rules that would apply 
to disregard transactions intended to modify inappropriately the attribution percentage for a 
participating province. 
 
With respect to c. Real-time method, we agree that the provincial distribution of the retail 
investors would be applied to determine the attribution percentage of 100% of the value of 
the units, but we do not believe that the real-time method should be limited to where all or 
substantially all of the value of units in a series/fund are held by retail investors.  We 
appreciate the desire to limit additional administrative requirements of institutional investors 
– a fund manager could continue to use such investors’ attribution percentages provided as at 
September 30 of the preceding year.  Regarding the ability to calculate the real-time method 
based on a daily or first-day-of-a-month basis, we recommend that a MFT also be able to 
elect to use the first day of a quarter or week as options under the general rule (with 
reconciliation) and preceding year method (without reconciliation). 
 

7. 2.b.iv.C. – Attribution calculation method – Transitional year - confirmation of 
“unable” to look through institutional investors; elimination of requirement to file an 
election; ability to look through institutional investors using their most easily accessible 
data:  From any reasonable perspective, given the late release of the HST backgrounder and 
the number of outstanding issues reflected here to be addressed as soon as possible in June, 
firms are unable to look through to institutional investors other than with respect to their own 
funds and therefore there should be no need to file an election for the transitional year.  Also, 
member firms are concerned that on audit, the CRA may debate what is meant by “unable”, 
“can” and other such terms.  We recommend that, for clarity, the fund would use the location 
of each institutional investor as the default, at least for the transitional period, given the short 
time-frame for implementation.  

 
If any election is required, it should be to look through all or substantially all of the value of 
units in a series held by institutional investors and to apply the provincial distribution of the 
value of the units held by institutional investors with respect to which the MFT can look 
through to determine the provincial attribution percentage of 100% of the value of units in 
that series that are held by institutional investors.  For any firm that chooses to look through 
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to institutional investors, the regulations should permit the institutional investor to use the 
most recent reasonably available data showing a provincial distribution.    
 

8. Throughout – elections - deferral of election filing date:  Throughout the HST 
backgrounder, there are references to the requirement to file elections in prescribed form.  
The HST legislation has not been released and there are no prescribed forms available from 
the CRA.  We request that elections be required when the GST/HST tax returns are filed – 
this is more consistent with the normal practice for tax elections.  Also, the transitional year 
election should be eliminated as of this date there are few if any that will not make this 
election. 
 

9. 2.d. Compliance rules for selected listed financial institution investment plans and 
segregated funds - may need additional time to register:  To the extent that MFTs must 
register for a new HST number, additional time may be required.  The majority of funds 
are not currently registered; and while only one registration number will be needed for a 
consolidated group, expected to be used in the majority of cases, some may choose not to and 
others may choose to use groupings, therefore there may be additional time needed to register 
– indeed, the Minister of National Revenue has not determined the criteria for separating 
groups of MFTs.   
 
For purposes of the ability to claim input tax credits, those MFTs that file the reporting entity 
and consolidated filing elections should still be considered to be a registrant.  Furthermore, 
the input tax credits should be part of the consolidated returns.  
 
As well, we would like to confirm what is to be done about funds that have been GST 
registrants for years.  Please confirm that they have a deemed year-end of June 30, 2010 and 
then a new stub year period begins July 1 as a SLFI.  Regardless of the manner of transition, 
there should be no financial impact on the funds -- the transition should just be a matter of 
compliance with the new tax regime. 
 

OTHER MATTERS REQUIRING SOLUTIONS OR CONFIRMATION 
 
1. 2.b.iv.A.7.a – Information requirements – Requirement to provide information  - 

amendment to December 31 final information transfer date needed; use of percentages 
only: Upon request, an investor in a MFT (other than a retail investor) would be obligated to 
provide information with respect to the investor's attribution percentage for each participating 
province for each series/fund in which it has an investment as well as the total value of its 
investment held in each series/fund.  Where the attribution date is September 30, the HST 
backgrounder states that the distribution agent would generally be required to provide this 
information by December 31 of the same year to the MFT so that the MFT would be able to 
determine the provincial attribution percentage to be used commencing January 1 of the 
following year.  Again, this is completely impractical – after percentages are received, data 
must be inputted, compiled, uploaded in the fund accounting system, tested, etc.  As 
requested, a specific date allowing time for implementation is required.  That date should be 
November 15; any data received after this date, or corrections made by institutional investors 
after this date, should not be required to be used in the SAM formula. 
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The HST backgrounder, referring to institutional investors providing provincial percentages 
and assets, should only refer to providing percentages, for clarity and simplicity.  Institutional 
investors should provide provincial attribution percentages as fund managers already have 
the assets. 
 

2. 2.b.iv.A.8 – MFTs that are ETFs - prescribed rate needed in transition period:  For the 
transition period, July 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010, where the “all or substantially all” test 
for determining the value of investments held in provinces cannot be met, a prescribed rate 
based on population should be allowed as an option.  

 
3. 2.a.v – Investment plans and segregated funds – Small investment plans - amend 

definition of small investment plan:  Considerable unnecessary work will be undertaken to 
obtain look-through information from small investment plans as it will be impossible for a 
SLFI to know whether a plan may have unrecoverable GST of $10,000 or whether it made a 
SLFI election. The small investment plan will be required to provide the MFT with an 
undertaking that it is a small investment plan that has not made the SLFI election. Otherwise 
the small investment plan is required to provide the percentages as set out in point 10.    Note 
that the concerns here would be reduced if a $10 million threshold applies for all types of 
institutional investors except for an investment plan that is an MFT, MFC, unit trust or 
segregated fund.  

 
We hope that these issues, as well as the drafting issues set out in the attached, can be addressed 
quickly and would like to expedite discussions with Finance and, with respect to forms, the 
CRA.  We will follow up shortly; alternatively, please contact Katherine Kruk, Legal Counsel, at 
kkruk@ific.ca (1 (416) 309-2328). 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Cc: Lise Potvin 

Lalith Kottachchi 
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ATTACHMENT 
 
 

DRAFTING ISSUES 
 
These are provided in order of reference for ease of review. 
 
1. 2.a.iii.D – Investment plans and segregated funds (correction):  The wording of the HST 

backgrounder, to the extent that it is used in legislation or regulations, should reflect the 
following change shown in bold and italics:  “… in the case of an investment plan that is a 
mutual fund trust (MFT) (including a MFT that is an exchange-traded fund (ETF)), a mutual 
fund corporation (MFC) (including a MFC that is an ETF), mortgage investment 
corporation (MIC), an investment corporation or a unit trust, it is qualified to sell or 
distribute units or shares of the investment plan under Canadian securities law;”. 

 
2. 2.a.v – Investment plans and segregated funds – Small investment plans; throughout 

(clarify MFTs and MFCs):  The wording of the HST backgrounder, to the extent that it is 
used in legislation or regulations, sometimes uses MFTs alone and sometimes in concert with 
MFCs, and sometimes, for example, in footnotes, refers to elections also being available to 
MFCs, which is confusing, especially as considerably later the HST backgrounder says 
“Rules will be discussed first in the context of their application to MFTs.  However, these 
rules generally apply to segregated funds and other investment plans such as an MFC, ….)”.  
All references should be to both MFTs and MFCs or there should be a statement that MFTs 
means both MFTs and MFCs unless specifically noted otherwise.  Further to the above, the 
following should thus either remove reference to MFCs or add the wording in bold and 
italics:  “The small plans rule would not apply to MFTs (including ETFs), MFCs (including 
ETFs) and segregated funds.” 

 
3. 2.a.vi – Investment plans and segregated funds – Trusts governed by a registered 

retirement savings plan, a registered retirement income fund or a registered education 
savings plan (clarify types of trusts):  Please confirm that all “trusts governed by a 
registered retirement savings plan, a registered retirement income fund or a registered 
education savings plan” include other federal and provincial plans, such as registered 
disability savings plans, tax-free savings accounts, locked-in retirement accounts (LIRAs), 
life income funds (LIFs), locked-in retirement income fund (LRIFs), etc. 

 
4. 2.b.iv.A.6 – Application of attribution percentage (errors in example 9):  To the extent 

that parts of the HST backgrounder may be used in bulletins or notices, we suggest that there 
appears to be an error in the years of the dates used in Example 9. 

 
5. 2.b.iv.A.8 – MFTs that are ETFs (drafting change to confirm definition):  Please ensure 

that reference to closed-end funds (whether MFTs or MFCs) is included in the reference or 
definition of ETFs.  The difficulties caused by the limited availability of investor information 
apply equally to closed-end trusts and corporations; closed-end trusts and corporations 
similarly should not be required to look through their institutional investors. 
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6. 2.b.iv.C Attribution calculation method – Transitional year (possible clarification):  The 

transitional year method description refers to the “Announcement Date” in the description of 
available dates to use as the Attribution Date, but this term is not defined in the document, 
although is referenced in the release that accompanied the backgrounder. 

 
7. 2.d.iii. Tax transfer election under consolidated filing:  For clarity, we request that the 

draft regulation(s) include third-party charges to the fund (e.g., audit fees, custodial fees) as 
qualifying for the tax transfer election. 
 

8. Other (no need to file GST form 111s):  Please confirm there is no requirement to file GST 
form 111s for the funds.  While verbally stated in meetings, this has not been found 
referenced in the HST backgrounder and we would therefore appreciate confirmation in 
writing. 
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